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The goal of any virus is to propagate, to multiply, to pass itself on...
When Daniel is striken with a strange, unnamed ailment, he's desperate for answers especially when his body begins transforming into that of a woman!
Does the mysterious young lady he recently slept with have anything to do with the
transformation? And more importantly, will the sudden, overpowering sexual urges
that are beginning to consume his waking thoughts take over before he can find an
answer?
This story contains erotic gender-bending, first-time encounters as a woman,
masturbation, exploration, and an insidious virus that turns men into women.
Excerpt:
&#x201c;Some best friend you are.&#x201d;
&#x201c;Come on. Aren&#x2019;t best friends supposed to stick together?&#x201d;
I said nothing.
&#x201c;Besides, I was curious to find out how you were in bed since you never gave
any details.&#x201d;
I looked at her with an expression of horror. &#x201c;Why on earth would I want to
give you the details? You&#x2019;re one sick bastard, you know that?&#x201d;
&#x201c;I&#x2019;m one hot bitch now,&#x201d; she said, coming closer to stroke
my cheek. &#x201c;And you&#x2019;re looking to shape up to be one, too.&#x201d;
I swallowed.
&#x201c;But don&#x2019;t worry, being a girl can be fun, you know. For example,
you have these&#x2026;&#x201d; She unzipped my jacket and reached inside to
grab one of my breasts through the fabric of my shirt, the contact immediately sending
a surge through me. &#x201c;I mean, they&#x2019;re nice to look at, but they feel so

much better when someone touches them the way you touched mine.&#x201d;
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